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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this study is to validate the patient-specific quality assurance of highly conformal 
Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) based Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) and 
Stereotactic Radiotherapy (SRT) techniques involving Flattening Filter Free (FFF) beams using 
Gafchromic

TM
 EBT3 films. A typical dose response calibration curve for EBT3 film is generated 

across a dose range of 0.1Gy to 22Gy and its response characteristics with energy, dose rate, 
reproducibility, uniformity and readout time are studied. Patient specific quality assurance plans 
are created for 8 SRT-VMAT cases (Acoustic Schwannoma) planned using 6MV-FFF beams 
from a Truebeam STx linear accelerator.  The QA plans are delivered on the EBT3 films kept in 
place at the isocenter of a Stereotactic Dose Verification Phantom.  The measured dose 
distributions are evaluated and compared with calculated dose distributions using gamma 
analysis for different sets of criterias (DTA and DD).  The EBT3 films exhibit very minimal energy 
and dose rate dependence.  The reproducibility and uniformity of EBT3 film response is better 
than 0.5%.  A variation of <1% is observed in long time read out response. An average area 
gamma of 98±2%, 95±1% and 90±2% is resulted for a DTA/DD of 3mm/3%, 2mm/2% and 
1mm/1% respectively.  The results favor the use of EBT3 film as an efficient patient-specific QA 
tool for the verification of accuracy of VMAT treatment delivery with FFF beams at SRS/SRT dose 
ranges. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) and Stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) are highly precise form 

of radiation therapy used to treat a variety of small brain tumors either malignant (gliomas, 
metastases) or benign (acoustic neuromas, pituitary adenomas, meningiomas) and some non-
tumor conditions include certain functional abnormalities (vascular 
malformations and trigeminal neuralgia).  The use of stereotactic methods allows delivery of a 
high radiation dose to target with significantly lower dose to brain tissues in the immediately 
surrounding the target region which results in an enhanced local tumor control probability (TCP) 
and reduced normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) [1,2]. Despite its name, SRS and SRT 
is a non-surgical procedure that delivers precisely-targeted higher doses of radiation, in only a 
single session (SRS), or as a series of few daily treatments (SRT), as compared to 
traditional radiation therapy. 
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The SRS and SRT treatments are only possible due to the development of highly advanced 
radiation technologies.  Conventionally, these treatments have been given with dynamic 
conformal arcs [3–5].  Intensity-modulated stereotactic treatments especially volumetric 
modulated arc therapy (VMAT) based SRS and SRT treatments has been in clinical practice at 
several institutes in recent years [6,7]. The Varian Medical Systems (Palo Alto, CA) solution of 
VMAT, based on the original investigation of Otto [8], is termed as RapidArc is implemented as 
the Progressive Resolution Optimization algorithm in the Eclipse planning system (Varian Medical 
Systems). The optimization process is based on an iterative inverse planning process aiming to 
simultaneously optimize the instantaneous multileaf collimator (MLC) positions, dose rate, and 
gantry rotation speed to achieve the desired dose distribution. 
 

Flattening filter free (FFF) high dose rate beams is one of the cutting edge technologies 
introduced by linear accelerator (LINAC) manufacturers which enable the clinical community to 
deliver highly precise, accurate and rapid treatment for better clinical results.  Increased dose 
rate, sharp penumbra, reduced head scatter and leaf transmission are the main advantages of 
removing the flattening filter. [9‑ 12] 
 

VMAT plans combined with FFF beams for SRS and SRT treatments are often complex 
consisting of many small beam apertures realized by a multi-leaf collimator (MLC). These 
treatment plans produce highly heterogeneous and steep dose gradient distributions on the 
patient.  Accurate verification of such complex treatment fields is of paramount importance and 
challenging. The conventional method for patient-specific quality assurance of measuring a point 
dose using an ionization chamber (IC) or fluence using a two-dimensional (2D) array is 
inadequate for highly modulated treatment fields especially with sharp dose gradient fall off [13–
15]. 
 

Gafchromic
TM

 EBT3 film dosimetry has been used widely for relative dose measurements and 
analysis [16].  Gafchromic™ EBT3 film has been introduced primarily to eliminate measurement 
orientation effects as well as the formation of Newton rings during film scanning with its precursor 
version Gafchromic™ EBT2 [17]. The absolute dose map is usually built by normalizing a 
selected reference point to the reading of an external dosimeter, which is inadequate for SRS and 
SRT patient-specific quality assurance considering the volume size of the external dosimeters in 
general. There has been no study in the literature to evaluate the performance characteristics 
and suitability of EBT3 Gafchromic™ films use on patient-specific quality assurance of FFF beam 
based VMAT treatments at SRS/SRT high dose regimen. The aim of the present study is to 
validate as well as report the feasibility of use of Gafchromic™ EBT3 films for patient-specific 
quality assurance of SRS and SRT treatments with VMAT technique using FFF photon beams. 

2.METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. Gafchromic
TM

 EBT3 

In this study we used Gafchromic™ EBT3 films for dose measurements.  The active layer in 
EBT3 films are made of lithium salt of pentacosa-10,12-diynoate (LiPAD) monomer. When 
radiation incidents a radiochromic film, it initiates a solid-state polymerization within the sensitive 
layer (active monomer), resulting in a characteristic dose-dependent film darkening.  Because of 
the hair-like structure of the active component and its preferential orientation, the EBT3 film 
response in flatbed scanner based dosimetry strongly depends on the film orientation with 
respect to the scanning direction. The EBT3 film structure in comparison with EBT2 is shown in 
Fig. 1. The nominal thickness of active layer is 28µm which is sandwiched between polyester 
substrates symmetrically (125µm and 125µm) and asymmetrically (175µm and 75µm) in EBT3 
and EBT2 films respectively. The kind of nonsymmetrical layer configuration in EBT2 films 
introduces an orientation dependent effect, yielding response deviations for the same scanning 
orientation when different sides of the film are facing the scanner.  Such side orientation effects 
are completely eliminated in EBT3 films.  The protective polyester layer in EBT3 films has a 
special surface treatment called as Anti-Newton coat containing microscopic silica particles.  
These particles maintain a gap between the film surface and the glass window in a flatbed 
scanner.   Since the gap is nearly ten times the wavelength of visible light, formation of Newton 
rings during film scanning is prevented. The Gafchromic

TM
 EBT3 films as like other QA films has 
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high spatial resolution (25µm).  It has dynamic dose range, near tissue equivalent and can be 
used in water phantoms also. 

 

Fig. 1. Structure of Gafchromic
TM 

EBT3 and EBT2 film 

B. Film Characteristics 

The typical characteristics of Gafchromic™ EBT3 films are studied.  The films are cut into 
pieces of 4x4cm

2
 and marked for retention of the film direction with respect to the scanning 

orientation throughout our entire study.  Landscape orientation is usually preferred in which the 
short edge of the film is parallel to the scanning direction as shown in Fig. 2.  Initially before 
evaluating the characteristics the dose response calibration curve is generated for the EBT3 films 
across a wide dose range. The cut films are exposed to a known dose ranging from 0.1Gy to 
22Gy in multiple dose steps.  The films are irradiated with 6MV x-ray photons of TrueBeam STx 
(Ver2.5) (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) linear accelerator available at our clinical 
facility.  The TrueBeam STx linear accelerator is shown in Fig. 3. The films are kept in isocenter 
at a depth of 5cm inside a Stereotactic Dose Verification Phantom (Baby Blue Phantom, 
Standard Imaging Inc, USA) of dimension 20cm x 20cm x 10cm and are exposed to a known 
dose with a field size of 10x10cm

2
. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Landscape orientation of EBT3 film scanning
 
in a flat bed scanner 

All exposed films with previously marked orientation are scanned by placing at the center of 
an EPSON Expression 10000XL document flatbed scanner (Seiko Epson Corp, Nagano, Japan).  
The center portion of the scanner is chosen to allow for better uniformity in scanner response.  
The films are kept in landscape orientation and scanned exactly after a post irradiation time of 24 
Hrs using PTW FilmScan (Ver.2.8.6) software (PTW, Freiburg, Germany) at a resolution of 72dpi 
with Gafchromic optimized channel mode ON for color to grayscale transformation. The EBT3 film 
dose response calibration curve is generated by analyzing the scanned films using PTW FilmCal 
(Ver.2.4) software (PTW, Freiburg, Germany) thus establishing a dose versus measured pixel 
with a 1x1cm

2
 Region Of Interest (ROI) box reading at the center of the film. 

 

Fig. 3. Photo of Truebeam STx linear accelerator 
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The scanning and analyzing protocol used during the generation of dose response calibration 
curve of EBT3 is practiced and followed for the entire film characteristic study.  The EBT3 film 
response with various x-ray photon energies of 6MV, 10MV, 6MV-FFF and 10MV-FFF available 
at TrueBeam STx linear accelerator is studied.  5 cut films are exposed to a same dose in each of 
all the four energies.  The response of all the 5 films at individual energy is averaged and 
compared across all the energies.   The response of the EBT3 film is evaluated at different dose 
rates (MU/min).  The cut films are irradiated to a same dose but delivered at different dose rates 
(50, 100, 150, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1800 and 2400MU/min) and the response 
of the film is analyzed.  To study the reproducibility and uniformity of the EBT3 film response, cut 
films are taken from different parts of the film as well as from different films within the batch. The 
chosen films are then exposed to a same dose and read after 24Hrs for evaluating its degree of 
change in response. All exposed EBT3 films are studied for change in readout response at 
different time intervals (24Hrs to 72Hrs) maintained between irradiation and post irradiation 
readout. 

C. Patient-Specific Quality Assurance 

To study the feasibility of the use of Gafchromic EBT3 films as patient-specific quality 
assurance tool for SRS and SRT treatments with VMAT technique using FFF beams, a total of 8 
patients presented with the case of Acoustic Schwannoma is retrospectively selected.  The 
average volume of Planning Target Volume (PTV) is 10cc± 2cc.  A total dose of 25Gy/5# is 
prescribed to the PTV.  Volumetric Modulated Arc (VMAT) based SRT planning employing two 
coplanar dynamic arcs is done in Eclipse RTPS (Ver.13) (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) 
with 6MV-FFF beams of TrueBeam STx linear accelerator at a nominal dose rate of 1400MU/min.  
The linear accelerator is equipped with High Definition 120 Multileaf Collimator (HD120MLC

TM
, 

Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA).  The HD120MLC has 2.5mm thickness leaves at the 
center 8cm which are made of tungsten alloy.  SRT treatment plans are optimized using 
Progressive Resolution Optimizer (PRO, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) to achieve 
complete PTV target coverage (V100%=100%).  All involved Organs At Risk (BrainStem & 
Cochlea) are highly spared and its doses are kept well within its normal tissue tolerance level. 
The final dose distribution is calculated using model based Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm (AAA) 
with a calculation dose grid setting of 1mm matrix.  The dose statistics of target PTV and critical 
organs are evaluated using Dose-Volume Histograms (DVH). The average treatment plan 
monitor units (MU) are 1390±148MU.  The calculated final dose distribution is shown in Fig. 4 for 
a patient. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Eclipse RTPS calculated final dose distribution on the patient 

For patient-specific quality assurance, the phantom verification plans are created in Eclipse 
RTPS.  The SRS/SRT patient VMAT treatment plans are transferred on to a previously computed 
tomography (CT) scanned water equivalent (1.09g/cm

3
) Stereotactic Dose Verification Phantom 

(Baby Blue Phantom).  The Baby blue phantom has a provision to keep EBT3 films at depths of 
user choice. The baby blue phantom in addition also has a provision to place the chamber using 
a suitable chamber inserts for measuring dose.  The baby blue phantom and the verification plan 
created on to it shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. The created pretreatment verification 
plans are then delivered at TrueBeam STx linear accelerator with an 8x6cm

2
 cut EBT3 film in 

place.  The film is kept at the isocenter inside the baby blue phantom with cross hair central axis 
and orientations marked.  The phantom irradiated EBT3 films are then scanned after 24Hrs with 
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the same procedural protocol which was followed during the dose response calibration of EBT3 
films. 

The delivered dose distributions in the EBT3 films are then compared with the calculated dose 
distribution from the RTPS in PTW VeriSoft (Ver.6.0.1.7) dosimetric software (PTW, Freiburg, 
Germany) using Global Gamma Analysis with a threshold of 5% for analyzing points.  The 
gamma pass percentage criteria is set as area gamma γ<1 should be >95% points for a gamma 
criteria of Distance to Agreement(DTA)=3mm and Dose Difference(DD)=3%.  The behavior of 
area gamma γ<1 pass percentage is analyzed and evaluated by using different combinations of 
gamma criteria (DTA/DD) (3mm/2%, 3mm/1%, 2mm/3%, 1mm/3%, 2mm/2%, 2mm/1%, 1mm/2% 
and 1mm/1%). The conventional method of verification of patient specific quality assurance using 
absolute dose measurement is done by placing simultaneously a pin point (0.016cc) chamber 
(PTW, Freiburg, Germany) at depth 1.8cm below the film plane while irradiating the EBT3 films.  
Pretreatment verification using point dosimetry in addition to film dosimetry is done by comparing 
the measured dose with the calculated dose from Eclipse RTPS.  The acceptance criteria for 
point dosimetry is <2%. 

 

Fig. 5. Baby Blue Phantom A) with film provisions B) with chamber inserts 

 

 

Fig. 6. QA verification plans created on the Baby Blue Phantom 

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The typical dose response calibration curve generated for Gafchromic
TM

 EBT3 film is shown in 
Fig. 7. The slope of the EBT3 film dose response curve decreases with increase in dose.  The 
dose response slope is relatively high at lower doses up to 5Gy in comparison to response 
variation at higher doses. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Typical dose response calibration curve of EBT3 film 

The EBT3 film response results showed almost energy independent for the energy range 
studied.  The response variation with energy is shown in Fig. 8.  The deviation in EBT3 film 
response with change in energy is <0.5%. Fig. 9 shows the dose response of the EBT3 film 
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measured at various dose rates.  A maximum deviation of 0.4% is noted at the dose rate of 
1200MU/Min. The EBT3 film response is not affected with the change in dose rate of the FFF 
beams.  The EBT3 films tested for reproducibility and uniformity exhibits stable response.  Films 
chosen from different sheets within the EBT3 pack show a response variation of 0.5% for FFF 
beams. A uniformity of better than 0.5% is observed in the irradiated EBT3 film response.  The 
post irradiation EBT3 film readout response is more stable after 24 hrs and a maximum change of 
1% is observed in readout response values between 24 and 72 hrs. 

 
Fig. 8. EBT3 film response with energy 

 

Fig. 9. EBT3 film response with dose rate 

Fig. 10 shows the 8x6cm
2
 Gafchromic

TM
 EBT3 films exposed with the patient-specific quality 

assurance verification plans created for SRT cases.  Area gamma analysis of measured dose 
distribution in EBT3 films compared with calculated planar dose distributions from RTPS is shown 
in Fig. 11. Gamma analysis of EBT3 film results for patient-specific QA of SRT treatment for the 
eight plans showed an average area gamma<1 pass percentage of 99.2±0.8%, 97.7±1.5% and 
88.8±2.3% for the gamma criteria (DTA/DD) of 3mm/3%, 2mm/2% and 1mm/1% respectively.  
For the gamma criteria (DTA/DD) of 3mm/2% & 2mm/3%, the average area gamma<1 is 
98.4±1.3% & 99.1±1.2% respectively.  The results of area gamma<1 are shown in Table 1 for 
different combinations of gamma criteria (DTA/DD). It is seen from the Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 that the 
average area gamma<1 pass percentage varies from 99.2% to 95.8% and 99.2% to 95.5% when 
either one of the gamma criterias DTA or DD is kept constant and varying the other.  Absolute 
dose measurement results measured using a pinpoint chamber at 1.8cm below the film plane 
yielded a maximum deviation of 2%. 

 

Fig. 10. Irradiated EBT3 films with patient-specific QA verification plans 
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Fig. 11. Area gamma evaluation of a SRT QA plan with analysis criteria of 2mm/2% (DTA/DD) 

 

Fig. 12. Variation of Area gamma<1 with Dose Difference(DD) 

 

Fig. 12. Variation of Area gamma<1 with Distance to Agreement(DTA) 

TABLE I.  AREA GAMMA STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF DTA/DD 

Gamma 
Analysis 
Criteria 

(DTA/DD) 

Area Gamma<1 
(%) 

3mm/3% 99.2±0.8 

2mm/2% 97.7±1.5 

1mm/1% 88.8±2.3 

3mm/2% 98.4±1.3 

2mm/3% 99.1±1.2 

3mm/1% 95.8±2.0 

1mm/3% 95.5±2.8 

2mm/1% 94.3±2.7 

1mm/2% 94.2±2.6 
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3.CONCLUSION 
The characteristics and dose response behavior of Gafchromic

TM
 EBT3 films at FFF beams 

are studied in a detailed manner.  The EBT3 film response results shows that it is completely 
energy and dose rate independent.  The Gafchromic

TM
 EBT3 films exhibits better reproducibility 

and uniformity as well as stable readout response in longer durations.  Gamma analysis of EBT3 
films irradiated with patient-specific quality assurance treatment plans shows an average area 
gamma<1 pass percentage >95% for 3mm/3% and 2mm/2% (DTA/DD) criterias.  The EBT3 films 
are successfully used to verify and validate the patient-specific quality assurance of highly 
conformal VMAT based SRT treatments with FFF beams in all the 8 patients.  Our study results 
favor the use of EBT3 film as a patient specific QA tool in verifying the accuracy of treatment 
delivery of dynamic arc (VMAT), high dose rate FFF beams in SRT/SRS dose ranges. 
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